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This standard is issued under the fixed designation D4541; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of This standard is issued under the fixed designation D4541; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of 

originoriginal adoption or, in al adoption or, in the case of the case of revisrevision, the ion, the year of year of last revisiolast revision. A number in n. A number in parenparenthesetheses indicates the year s indicates the year of last of last reapprreapproval. Aoval. A

superscript epsilon (superscript epsilon (´́) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.

1. 1. ScoScope*pe*

1.1 1.1 This test method covers a procedure for evaluatThis test method covers a procedure for evaluating theing the
pulpull-ol-offf f strstrengength th (co(commommonly nly refreferrerred ed to to as as adhadhesioesion) n) of of aa
coacoating ting syssystem tem frofrom m metametal l subsubstrstratesates. . PulPull-ol-offf f strstrengength th of of 
coatingcoatings s from concretfrom concrete e is described in is described in TTest Methodest Method   D7234  D7234..
This test offers two test protocols. Protocol 1 (test to fracture)This test offers two test protocols. Protocol 1 (test to fracture)
determines the greatest perpendicular force (in tension) that adetermines the greatest perpendicular force (in tension) that a
surface area can bear before a plug of material is detached.surface area can bear before a plug of material is detached.
Protocol 2 (pass/fail) determines if the coated surface remainsProtocol 2 (pass/fail) determines if the coated surface remains
intact at a defined load criteria. Fracture will occur along theintact at a defined load criteria. Fracture will occur along the
weakest plane within the system comprised of the test fixture,weakest plane within the system comprised of the test fixture,
glue, coating systemglue, coating system, and , and substrsubstrate, and will ate, and will be exposed by thebe exposed by the
fracture surface. This test method maximizes tensile stress asfracture surface. This test method maximizes tensile stress as
comparcompared to ed to the shear stress applied by the shear stress applied by other methodother methods, such s, such asas
scratch or knife adhesion, and results may not be comparable.scratch or knife adhesion, and results may not be comparable.

NNOTEOTE   1—T  1—The he proprocedcedure ure in in thithis s stastandandard rd was was devdeveloeloped ped for for metmetalal
substrates, but may be appropriate for other rigid substrates such as plasticsubstrates, but may be appropriate for other rigid substrates such as plastic
and wood. Factors such as loading rate and flexibility of the substrate mustand wood. Factors such as loading rate and flexibility of the substrate must
be addressed by the user/specifier.be addressed by the user/specifier.

NNOTEOTE 2—The procedure in this standard was developed for use on flat 2—The procedure in this standard was developed for use on flat
surfaces. Depending on the radius of the surface, the results could havesurfaces. Depending on the radius of the surface, the results could have
greater variability with lower values and averages.greater variability with lower values and averages.

1.2 1.2 Pull-oPull-offf f strengstrength th measumeasurements depend upon rements depend upon materialmaterial,,
instrumentation and test parameters. Results obtained by eachinstrumentation and test parameters. Results obtained by each
test method may give different results. Results should only betest method may give different results. Results should only be
assessed for each test method and not be compared with otherassessed for each test method and not be compared with other
instruinstruments. There are ments. There are five instrument types, identified as five instrument types, identified as TTestest
Methods B-F. It is imperative to identify the test method usedMethods B-F. It is imperative to identify the test method used
when when reporreporting ting resultsresults..

NNOTEOTE   3—M  3—Methethod A, od A, whiwhich ch appappeareared ed in in prepreviovious us verversiosions ns of of thithiss
standard, has been eliminated as its main use is for testing on concretestandard, has been eliminated as its main use is for testing on concrete
substrates (see Test Methodsubstrates (see Test Method D7234 D7234).).

1.3 1.3 This test method dThis test method describes a class of escribes a class of apparatus known apparatus known asas
portable pull-off adhesion testers.portable pull-off adhesion testers.22 They are capable of apply-They are capable of apply-
ing a concentric load and counter load to a single surface soing a concentric load and counter load to a single surface so

ththat at cocoatiatingngs s cacan n be be testesteted d eveven en ththouough gh ononly ly onone e siside de isis
accessible. Measurements are limited by the strength of adhe-accessible. Measurements are limited by the strength of adhe-
sisive ve bobondnds s bebetwtweeeen n ththe e loloadadining g fixfixtuture re anand d ththe e spspeciecimemenn
surface or the cohesive strengths of the glue, coating layers,surface or the cohesive strengths of the glue, coating layers,
and substrate.and substrate.

1.4 1.4 ThiThis s test can test can be destrube destructivctive e and spot repaiand spot repairs may rs may bebe
necessary.necessary.

1.5 1.5 The values stated in either SI units or inch-poThe values stated in either SI units or inch-pound unitsund units
are to be regarded separately as standard. The values stated inare to be regarded separately as standard. The values stated in
each system each system may may not not be be exaexact ct equequivalivalentents; s; thertherefoefore, re, eaceachh
system shall be used independently of the other. Combiningsystem shall be used independently of the other. Combining
values from the two systems may result in non-conformancevalues from the two systems may result in non-conformance
with the standard.with the standard.

1.61.6   This stand  This standarard d doedoes s not purponot purport rt to to addaddreress ss all of all of thethe

sasafefety ty coconcncernerns, s, if if ananyy, , asassosociaciated ted wiwith th its its ususe. e. It It is is ththee

responsibility of the user of this standard to establish appro-responsibility of the user of this standard to establish appro-
 priate  priate safety, safety, health health and and environmental environmental practices practices and and deter-deter-

mine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.mine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

1.71.7   This   This inteinternarnatiotional nal stastandandard rd was was devdeveloeloped ped in in accaccoror--
dance with internationally recognized principles on standard-dance with internationally recognized principles on standard-

izizatatioion n estestabablislishehed d in in ththe e DeDecicisiosion n on on PrPrinincipciples les fofor r ththee

 Development  Development of of International International Standards, Standards, Guides Guides and and Recom-Recom-
mendations issued by the World Trade Organization Technicalmendations issued by the World Trade Organization Technical

 Barriers  Barriers to to TradTrade e (TBT) (TBT) Committee.Committee.

2. 2. ReferencReferenced Documentsed Documents

2.12.1   ASTM Standards:  ASTM Standards:33

D2651D2651 Guide for Prep Guide for Preparation of Metal Surfaces foraration of Metal Surfaces for AdhesiveAdhesive
BondingBonding

D3933D3933 GuiGuide de for for PrePreparparatioation n of of AluAluminminum um SurSurfacfaces es forfor
StructuStructural ral AdhesAdhesives ives BondiBonding ng (Phos(Phosphorphoric ic Acid Anodiz-Acid Anodiz-
ing)ing)

D7234D7234 Test Method for Pull-Off Adhesion Strength of Coat- Test Method for Pull-Off Adhesion Strength of Coat-
ings on Concrete Using Portable Pull-Off Adhesion Tes-ings on Concrete Using Portable Pull-Off Adhesion Tes-
tersters

E691E691 PracticPractice e for for ConduConducting an cting an InterlInterlaboraaboratory Study tory Study toto
Determine the Precision of a Test MethodDetermine the Precision of a Test Method

11 This test method is under the jurisdiction of ASTM CommitteeThis test method is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee D01 D01  on Paint on Paint

and Related Coatings, Materials, and Applications and is the direct responsibility of and Related Coatings, Materials, and Applications and is the direct responsibility of 

SubcommitteeSubcommittee D01.46 D01.46  on Industrial Protective Coatings.  on Industrial Protective Coatings.

CurreCurrent nt editioedition n approvapproved ed Aug. 1, Aug. 1, 2017. Publish2017. Published ed SeptSeptember 2017. ember 2017. OriginOriginallyally

approved in 1993. Last previous edition approved in 2009 as D4541 – 09approved in 1993. Last previous edition approved in 2009 as D4541 – 09ɛɛ11. DOI:. DOI:

10.1520/D4541-17.10.1520/D4541-17.
22 The term adhesion tester may be somewhat of a misnomer, but its adoption byThe term adhesion tester may be somewhat of a misnomer, but its adoption by

two manufacturetwo manufacturers rs and at and at least two least two patentpatents s indicaindicates continued usage.tes continued usage.

33 For referenced ASTM standards, visit the ASTM website, www.astm.org, orFor referenced ASTM standards, visit the ASTM website, www.astm.org, or

contact ASTM Customer Service at service@astm.org. Forcontact ASTM Customer Service at service@astm.org. For  Annual Book of ASTM  Annual Book of ASTM 

StandardsStandards volume information, refer to the standard’s Document Summary page on volume information, refer to the standard’s Document Summary page on

the ASTM website.the ASTM website.

*A Summary of Changes section appears at the end of this standard*A Summary of Changes section appears at the end of this standard
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This international standard was developed in accordance with internationally recognized principles on standardization established in the Decision on Principles for theThis international standard was developed in accordance with internationally recognized principles on standardization established in the Decision on Principles for the
Development of International Standards, Guides and Recommendations issued by the World Trade Organization Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Committee.Development of International Standards, Guides and Recommendations issued by the World Trade Organization Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Committee.
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3. 3. SummSummary of Teary of Test Methodst Method

3.1 3.1 The The gengeneraeral l pulpull-ol-offf f test test is is perperforformed med by by secsecuriuring ng aa

loadloading ing fixtfixture ure (do(dollylly, , stustud) d) nornormal mal (pe(perperpendindiculcular) ar) to to thethe

surface of the coating with a glue. After the glue is cured, asurface of the coating with a glue. After the glue is cured, a

testing apparatus is attached to the loading fixture and alignedtesting apparatus is attached to the loading fixture and aligned

to apply tension normal to the test surface. The force applied toto apply tension normal to the test surface. The force applied to

the loading fixture is then gradually and uniformly increasedthe loading fixture is then gradually and uniformly increased

and monitored until either the loading fixture is detached, or aand monitored until either the loading fixture is detached, or a

specified load value is reached and the test terminated. The twospecified load value is reached and the test terminated. The two

common uses of this test are test to fracture (Protocol 1), andcommon uses of this test are test to fracture (Protocol 1), and

papassss/f/fail ail testestinting g (P(Prorototococol l 2)2). . TTesest t to to frfracactuture re is is usused ed toto

determine a maximum load that can be achieved when a plugdetermine a maximum load that can be achieved when a plug

of material is detached with the selected testing parameters.of material is detached with the selected testing parameters.

Pass/fail is used to verify the results of a testing procedure canPass/fail is used to verify the results of a testing procedure can

meet a minimum load criterion. When the loading fixture ismeet a minimum load criterion. When the loading fixture is

detached, the exposed surface represents the plane of limitingdetached, the exposed surface represents the plane of limiting

strength within the system. The nature of the plane of fracturestrength within the system. The nature of the plane of fracture

is is quaqualifilified ed in in accoaccordardance nce witwith h the the perpercencent t of of adhadhesivesive e andand

cohesive failures, and the actual interfaces and layers involved.cohesive failures, and the actual interfaces and layers involved.

The reported load is computed based on the maximum indi-The reported load is computed based on the maximum indi-

catecated d loaload, d, the the insinstrutrumenment t calicalibrabratiotion n datdata, a, and and the the orioriginginalal

sursurfacface e arearea a strstressessed. ed. ResuResults lts obtobtainained ed usiusing ng difdifferferent ent testtest

devices will vary because the results depend on instrumenta-devices will vary because the results depend on instrumenta-

tion parameters. Variations in results are also expected whention parameters. Variations in results are also expected when

tests are performed under different test procedures or environ-tests are performed under different test procedures or environ-

mental conditions (seemental conditions (see 4.24.2))..

4. 4. SignSignificanificance and Usece and Use

4.4.1 1 ThThe e pupull-ll-ofoff f ststrerengngth th of of a a cocoatiating ng is is a a peperfrforormamancncee

proproperperty ty that that may may be be refrefereerencenced d in in spespecificcificatioations. ns. ThiThis s testtest

method serves as a means for uniformly preparing and testingmethod serves as a means for uniformly preparing and testing

coated surfaces, and evaluating and reporting the results. Thiscoated surfaces, and evaluating and reporting the results. This

test method is applicable to any portable apparatus meeting thetest method is applicable to any portable apparatus meeting the

requirements for determining the pull-off strength of a coatingrequirements for determining the pull-off strength of a coating

in this standard (see Annexes).in this standard (see Annexes).

4.2 4.2 VVariariatioations ns in in resresultults s with the with the same coatinsame coating g are are liklikelyely

whwhen en anany y papararamemeter ter of of ththe e testest t is is chchanangeged. d. ThThis is ininclucludedess

change in glue, load fixture size, substrate coating cure time,change in glue, load fixture size, substrate coating cure time,

pull rate, environmental conditions, if the coating is scored, orpull rate, environmental conditions, if the coating is scored, or

using a different device. Therefore, when a series of results willusing a different device. Therefore, when a series of results will

be compared with one another or used for statistical analysis,be compared with one another or used for statistical analysis,

the type of apparatus, substrate, test procedures, glue type, andthe type of apparatus, substrate, test procedures, glue type, and
if scoring is used should be the same for the pulls considered.if scoring is used should be the same for the pulls considered. 44

It is recommended that these parameters and the environmentalIt is recommended that these parameters and the environmental
conditions allowed during the test be mutually agreed uponconditions allowed during the test be mutually agreed upon
between the interested parties.between the interested parties.

4.3 4.3 The purchThe purchaser or specifier shaaser or specifier shall designate a specific testll designate a specific test
method procedure; B, C, D, E, or F and test Protocol; 1, or 2,method procedure; B, C, D, E, or F and test Protocol; 1, or 2,

whwhen en cacallilling ng ouout t ththis is ststanandadardrd. . In In cascases es whwherere e eiteitheher r ththee
Protocol or a pass/fail criterion is not designated, Protocol 1Protocol or a pass/fail criterion is not designated, Protocol 1

shall be used.shall be used.

5. 5. ApparApparatusatus

5.15.1   Adhesion Tester,  Adhesion Tester, commercially available, or comparable commercially available, or comparable
apparapparatus to atus to the specific examples listed inthe specific examples listed in Annex A1 – Annex Annex A1 – Annex
A5A5..

5.1.15.1.1  Loading Fixtures, Loading Fixtures, having a flat surface on one end that having a flat surface on one end that
can be adhered to the coating and a means of attachment to thecan be adhered to the coating and a means of attachment to the
tester on the other end. Optimal size of the loading fixture istester on the other end. Optimal size of the loading fixture is
determined by the adhesion tester capabilities. The fixture anddetermined by the adhesion tester capabilities. The fixture and
testtester er comcombinbinatioation n shoshould uld be be chochosen sen so so thathat t the the expexpecteectedd
maximum pull load the coating will be subjected to during themaximum pull load the coating will be subjected to during the
test is within the range of the tester.test is within the range of the tester.

5.1.25.1.2   Detaching Assembly  Detaching Assembly   (adhesion tester), having a cen-  (adhesion tester), having a cen-
tral grip for engaging the fixture.tral grip for engaging the fixture.

5.1.35.1.3   Base,  Base, on the detaching assembly, or an annular bearing on the detaching assembly, or an annular bearing
rinring g if if neeneeded ded for for uniuniforformly mly prepressinssing g agaagainsinst t the the coacoatintingg
sursurfacface e aroaround the und the fixtfixture either direcure either directlytly, , or or by by way of way of anan
intintermermediediate ate beabearinring g rinring. A g. A meameans ns of of aligaligninning g the the basbase e isis
needed so that the resultant force is normal to the surface.needed so that the resultant force is normal to the surface.

5.1.4 5.1.4 Means of movMeans of moving the grip away fring the grip away from the base to allowom the base to allow
the loading of the fixture in as smooth and uniform a mannerthe loading of the fixture in as smooth and uniform a manner
as possible and so that a torsion free, co-axial (opposing pull of as possible and so that a torsion free, co-axial (opposing pull of 
the grip and push of the base along the same axis) force resultsthe grip and push of the base along the same axis) force results
betweebetween n them.them.

5.1.55.1.5   Timer,  Timer, or mean or means of limitins of limiting the loadg the loading rate.ing rate. AA timer istimer is
the minimum equipment when used by the operator along withthe minimum equipment when used by the operator along with
the force indicator inthe force indicator in  5.1.6 5.1.6..

5.1.65.1.6   Fo  Forcrce e IndIndicaicator tor and and CalCalibribratiation on InfInformormatioation,n, forfor
determining the actual force delivered to the loading fixture.determining the actual force delivered to the loading fixture.

5.25.2   Solvent,  Solvent, or other means for cleaning the loading fixture or other means for cleaning the loading fixture
surfasurface. Finger prints, moisture, oxides, and dust ce. Finger prints, moisture, oxides, and dust tend to tend to be thebe the
primary contaminants.primary contaminants.

5.35.3   Sandpaper,  Sandpaper, or other means, used to roughen the surfaces or other means, used to roughen the surfaces
for glue application and adherence to the coating. When usingfor glue application and adherence to the coating. When using
sandpaper it is recommended to use 100 grit or finer.sandpaper it is recommended to use 100 grit or finer.

5.45.4   Glue—   Glue— the material used for securing the loading fixturethe material used for securing the loading fixture
to the coating. Two component epoxies and cyanoacrylates areto the coating. Two component epoxies and cyanoacrylates are
two commonly used glues. Select a glue that does not affect thetwo commonly used glues. Select a glue that does not affect the
coacoatinting g proproperpertiesties, , flow flow thrthrougough h the the coacoatinting g or or attaattack ck thethe
coating.coating.

5.55.5   Clamps,  Clamps, magnetic, mechanical, tape or similar, if needed magnetic, mechanical, tape or similar, if needed
for holding the fixture in place while the glue cures.for holding the fixture in place while the glue cures.

5.65.6   Cotton Swabs,  Cotton Swabs,  or other means for removing excess glue or other means for removing excess glue
and and defidefininning g the the adhadhereered d arearea. Any a. Any methmethod od for removfor removinging
excess glue that damages the surface, such as scoring (seeexcess glue that damages the surface, such as scoring (see  6.7 6.7),),
musmust t gengeneraerally lly be be avoavoideided d sinsince ce indinduceuced d sursurfacface e flawflaws s maymay
cause premature failure of the coating.cause premature failure of the coating.

5.75.7   Scoring Tool,  Scoring Tool, circular hole cutter, or similar tool to score circular hole cutter, or similar tool to score
through to the substrate around the loading fixture.through to the substrate around the loading fixture.

6. 6. TTest Preparatest Preparationion

6.1 6.1 The method for seleThe method for selecting the coatincting the coating sites to be preparedg sites to be prepared
fofor r teteststining g dedepependnds s upupon on ththe e obobjejectctivives es of of ththe e tetest st anandd
agagreereemenments ts bebetwetween en the the cocontrntractacting ing parpartieties. s. ThTherere e arare,e,
however, a few physical restrictions imposed by the generalhowever, a few physical restrictions imposed by the general
method and apparatus. The following requirements apply to allmethod and apparatus. The following requirements apply to all
sites:sites:

44 Reference to potential variability of the adhesion test has been made in variousReference to potential variability of the adhesion test has been made in various

publications, including the assessment of variability completed for the test methodpublications, including the assessment of variability completed for the test method

found in ASTM Research Report RR:D01-1147.found in ASTM Research Report RR:D01-1147.
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6.1.1 6.1.1 The selected test area musThe selected test area must be large enough to accomt be large enough to accom--
modate the specified number of replicate tests. The surface maymodate the specified number of replicate tests. The surface may
have any orientation with reference to gravitational pull. Eachhave any orientation with reference to gravitational pull. Each
loloadadining g fixfixtuture re mumust st be be sesepapararateted d by by at at leleast ast ththe e didiststanancece
needed to needed to accommaccommodate the odate the detachdetaching apparatus. For ing apparatus. For ProtoProtocolcol
1 1 or or to to stastatististicticallally y chchararactactererize ize a a tetest st arareaea, , ththreree e or or momorere
replications are required.replications are required.

6.1.2 6.1.2 The selected test areas must also have enougThe selected test areas must also have enough perpen-h perpen-
dicular and radial clearance to accommodate the apparatus, bedicular and radial clearance to accommodate the apparatus, be
flat enough to permit alignment, and be rigid enough to supportflat enough to permit alignment, and be rigid enough to support
the counter force. It should be noted that measurements closethe counter force. It should be noted that measurements close
to an edge may not be representative of the coating as a whole.to an edge may not be representative of the coating as a whole.

6.2 6.2 Since the rigidity of the substratSince the rigidity of the substrate affece affects results of thets results of the
tetest  st  a na nd d  is  is  nnot  ot  a  a  c oc onntrtroolll la ba ble  le  tetest  st  vva ra riaiabble  le  in  in  fi efi eldld
measurements, some knowledge of the substrate thickness andmeasurements, some knowledge of the substrate thickness and
comcompospositioition n shoshould uld be be repreportorted ed for for subsubseqsequenuent t anaanalyslysis is oror
laboralaboratory comparisotory comparisons. For ns. For exampexample, le, steel substrate of steel substrate of lessless
than 3.2 mm (than 3.2 mm (11 ⁄  ⁄ 88   in.)   in.) thicthicknekness ss usuusually ally redreduceuces s test test resresultultss
compared to 6.4 mm (compared to 6.4 mm (11 ⁄  ⁄ 44-in.) thick steel substrates.-in.) thick steel substrates.

6.3 6.3 SubjeSubject to the requiremct to the requirements of ents of  6.1 6.1,,  select representative  select representative
test areas and clean the surfaces in a manner that will not affecttest areas and clean the surfaces in a manner that will not affect
integrity of the coating or leave a residue. To reduce the risk of integrity of the coating or leave a residue. To reduce the risk of 
glue fracture affecting the test, the surface of the coating can beglue fracture affecting the test, the surface of the coating can be
lightly abraded to promote adhesion of the glue to the surface.lightly abraded to promote adhesion of the glue to the surface.
If If ththe e susurfrfacace e is is ababraradeded, d, cacare re mumust st be be taktaken en to to prprevevenentt
significant loss of coating thickness. Clean the area to removesignificant loss of coating thickness. Clean the area to remove
particulates after abrading. Use of a solvent may be necessaryparticulates after abrading. Use of a solvent may be necessary
to remove all contaminants. If a solvent is required, select oneto remove all contaminants. If a solvent is required, select one
that does not compromise the integrity of the coating.that does not compromise the integrity of the coating.

6.4 6.4 CleaClean n the loadinthe loading g fixtfixture surfaure surface ce as as indindicaticated ed by by thethe
apparatus manufacturer. Failures at the fixture-glue interfaceapparatus manufacturer. Failures at the fixture-glue interface
can can ofofteten n be be avavoioideded d by by trtreateatining g ththe e fixfixtuture re susurfrfacaces es inin
accordance with an appropriate ASTM standard practice foraccordance with an appropriate ASTM standard practice for
preparing metal surfaces for glue bonding.preparing metal surfaces for glue bonding.

NNOTEOTE 4—Guides 4—Guides D2651 D2651 and and D3933 D3933 are typical of well-proven methods are typical of well-proven methods
for improving adhesive bond strengths to metal surfaces.for improving adhesive bond strengths to metal surfaces.

6.5 6.5 PrepaPrepare the glue in re the glue in accordaccordance with the glue manufac-ance with the glue manufac-
turer’s recommendations. Apply the glue to the fixture or theturer’s recommendations. Apply the glue to the fixture or the
surface to be tested, or both, using a method and thicknesssurface to be tested, or both, using a method and thickness
recommended by the glue manufacturer. Be certain to apply therecommended by the glue manufacturer. Be certain to apply the
glue across the entire fixture surface. Position the fixture on theglue across the entire fixture surface. Position the fixture on the
surface to be tested. Carefully remove any excess glue fromsurface to be tested. Carefully remove any excess glue from
around the fixture. (around the fixture. (WarningWarning—Movement, especially twisting,—Movement, especially twisting,
can can caucause se tintiny y bubbubblebles s to to coacoalesclesce e into larginto large e holholidaidays ys thathatt
constitute stress discontinuities during testing which may leadconstitute stress discontinuities during testing which may lead
to glue fracture.)to glue fracture.)

6.6 6.6 Based on the glue Based on the glue manufacturer’s recommendations manufacturer’s recommendations andand
the anticipated environmental conditions, allow enough timethe anticipated environmental conditions, allow enough time
for the glue to cure. During the glue set and early cure stage,for the glue to cure. During the glue set and early cure stage,
a constant contact pressure should be maintained on the fixture.a constant contact pressure should be maintained on the fixture.
MagMagnetnetic ic or or mechmechanicanical al clamclampinping g syssystemtems s worwork k wellwell, , butbut
systems relying on tack, such as masking tape, should be usedsystems relying on tack, such as masking tape, should be used
with care to ensure that they do not relax with time and allowwith care to ensure that they do not relax with time and allow
air to intrude between the fixture and the test area.air to intrude between the fixture and the test area.

6.7 6.7 WheWhen n scoscorinring g aroaround the und the test surftest surface is ace is agragreed uponeed upon
between the purchaser and seller, extreme care is required tobetween the purchaser and seller, extreme care is required to

preprevenvent t micrmicro-co-cracrackinking g in in the the coacoating or ting or gluglue, e, sinsince ce sucsuchh
cracks may cause reduced values. Scored samples constitute acracks may cause reduced values. Scored samples constitute a
different test procedure, and should be clearly reported with thedifferent test procedure, and should be clearly reported with the
reresusultslts. . ScScororining g may may be be rereququirired ed fofor r ththicick-k-film film cocoatiatingngs,s,
reinreinforforced ced coatcoatings ings and and elaselastometomeric ric coacoatingtings. s. ScoScoringring, , if if 
performed, can be completed before or after the load fixture isperformed, can be completed before or after the load fixture is
glued to the coating. When performed, scoring shall be done inglued to the coating. When performed, scoring shall be done in
a manner that ensures the cut is made normal to the coatinga manner that ensures the cut is made normal to the coating
surface, in a manner that does not twist or torque the test areasurface, in a manner that does not twist or torque the test area
or impart the loading fixture, and minimizes heat generation,or impart the loading fixture, and minimizes heat generation,
edge damage, or microcracks to the coating or glue and theedge damage, or microcracks to the coating or glue and the
subsubstrstrate. For ate. For thithick ck coacoatintings gs it it is is recrecommommendended ed to to coocool l thethe
coacoatinting g and and subsubstrstrate ate durduring ing the the cutcuttinting g proprocescess s with with watwaterer
lubrication.lubrication.

NNOTEOTE 5—A template made from wood with a hole of the same size as 5—A template made from wood with a hole of the same size as
the scoring tool drilled through it and secured to the surface may be anthe scoring tool drilled through it and secured to the surface may be an
effective method to limit sideways movement of the scoring tool.effective method to limit sideways movement of the scoring tool.

NNOTEOTE 6—-Scoring requirements will vary depending on coating system, 6—-Scoring requirements will vary depending on coating system,
chemistry, and thickness. A direct comparison of the unscored result to achemistry, and thickness. A direct comparison of the unscored result to a
scored result is one method to determine if scoring should be performed.scored result is one method to determine if scoring should be performed.
OthOther er metmethodhods s for for makmaking ing thithis s detdetermerminainatiotion n may may be be empemployloyed ed witwithh
agragreemeement ent betbetweeween n the the purpurchachaser ser and and selsellerler. . ScoScorinring g shoshould uld not not bebe
considered for coatings less than 20 mils.considered for coatings less than 20 mils.

6.8 6.8 Note Note the the approapproximate temperatureximate temperature, , relativrelative e humidhumidityity,,
and other pertinent environmental conditions during the time of and other pertinent environmental conditions during the time of 
test.test.

7. 7. TTest Procedurest Proceduree

7.1 7.1 TTest Methodest Methods:s:

7.1.17.1.1   Test Method A (discontinued).  Test Method A (discontinued).

7.1.27.1.2   T  Test est MethoMethod d B B — — Fixed AlignmenFixed Alignment t AdhesAdhesion Testeion Tester r 

Type II:Type II:

7.1.27.1.2.1 .1 OperaOperate the te the instruinstrument in accordance withment in accordance with
Annex A1Annex A1..

7.1.37.1.3   Test Method C — Self-Alignment Adhesion Tester   Test Method C — Self-Alignment Adhesion Tester 
Type III:Type III:

7.1.37.1.3.1 .1 OperaOperate the te the instruinstrument in accordance withment in accordance with
Annex A2Annex A2..

7.1.47.1.4   Test Method D — Self-Alignment Adhesion Tester   Test Method D — Self-Alignment Adhesion Tester 

Type IV:Type IV:

7.1.47.1.4.1 .1 OperaOperate the te the instruinstrument in accordance withment in accordance with
Annex A3Annex A3..

7.1.57.1.5  Test Method E — Self-Alignment Adhesion Tester  Test Method E — Self-Alignment Adhesion Tester 
Type V:Type V:

7.1.57.1.5.1 .1 OperaOperate the te the instruinstrument in accordance withment in accordance with
Annex A4Annex A4..

7.1.67.1.6  Test Method F — Self-Alignment Adhesion Tester  Test Method F — Self-Alignment Adhesion Tester 

Type VI:Type VI:

7.1.67.1.6.1 .1 OperaOperate the te the instruinstrument in accordance withment in accordance with
Annex A5Annex A5..

7.2 7.2 Select an adhesionSelect an adhesion-tester with a detaching asse-tester with a detaching assembly andmbly and
loading fixture size that has a force calibration spanning theloading fixture size that has a force calibration spanning the
ranrange ge of of expexpectected ed valvaluesues. . MidMid-ra-range nge meameasursuremeements nts areare
recommended, but read the manufacturer’s operating instruc-recommended, but read the manufacturer’s operating instruc-
tions before proceeding. The adhesion tester shall be calibratedtions before proceeding. The adhesion tester shall be calibrated
at the lesser of the manufacturer’s recommended frequency orat the lesser of the manufacturer’s recommended frequency or
every three years.every three years.
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7.3 7.3 If a If a beabearinring ring or g ring or comcomparparable devable device (ice (5.1.35.1.3) is to be) is to be
used, place it concentrically around the loading fixture on theused, place it concentrically around the loading fixture on the
coating surface. If shims are required when a bearing ring iscoating surface. If shims are required when a bearing ring is
employemployed, place them ed, place them betweebetween the n the tester base and tester base and bearinbearing ringg ring
rather than on the coating surface.rather than on the coating surface.

7.7.4 4 CaCarerefufully lly coconnnnecect t ththe e cecentntraral l grgrip ip of of ththe e dedetactachihingng
assembly to the loading fixture without bumping, bending, orassembly to the loading fixture without bumping, bending, or
otherwise prestressing the sample and connect the detachingotherwise prestressing the sample and connect the detaching
assembly to its control mechanism, if necessary. For nonhori-assembly to its control mechanism, if necessary. For nonhori-
zonzontal tal sursurfacfaces, es, it it may be may be necnecessessary with ary with somsome e devdevices toices to
supsupporport t the detachthe detaching assembing assembly ly so so thathat t its its weiweight does ght does notnot
impact the loading fixture and contribute to the force exerted inimpact the loading fixture and contribute to the force exerted in
the test. Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations.the test. Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations.

7.5 7.5 AliAlign gn the the devdevice ice accaccordording ing to to the the manmanufaufactucturer’rer’s s in-in-
structions and set the force indicator to zero.structions and set the force indicator to zero.

NNOTEOTE   7—Pr  7—Propeoper r alialignmgnment ent is is critcriticaical. l. If If aligalignmnment ent of of the the devdevice ice isis
requirrequired, use ed, use the procedure recommethe procedure recommended by nded by the manufactuthe manufacturer of rer of thethe
adhesion tester and report the procedure used.adhesion tester and report the procedure used.

7.6 7.6 IncreIncrease the load to the fixture in as ase the load to the fixture in as smoothsmooth, consistent, consistent,,
and uniform a manner and rate as possible. The rate of pulland uniform a manner and rate as possible. The rate of pull
shall be 1 MPa/s (150 psi/s) or less. The rate should be set soshall be 1 MPa/s (150 psi/s) or less. The rate should be set so
that the test is completed in less than 100 seconds. If multiplethat the test is completed in less than 100 seconds. If multiple
tests are required, the rate of pull shall be similar for each test.tests are required, the rate of pull shall be similar for each test.

NNOTEOTE 8—A 8—A change in load fixtuchange in load fixture size may result in a change in the ratere size may result in a change in the rate
of pull depending on the equipment used. A change in rate of pull or loadof pull depending on the equipment used. A change in rate of pull or load
fixture size will result in variation of results.fixture size will result in variation of results.

7.7 7.7 The test is completed when the fixtuThe test is completed when the fixture is detached fromre is detached from
the the subsubstrstrate, pass/fate, pass/fail ail test critertest criteria ia is is met met or or maxmaximuimum m pulpulll
strength for the instrument is reached. For pass/fail tests, thestrength for the instrument is reached. For pass/fail tests, the
test may be terminated at any point after the test criterion hastest may be terminated at any point after the test criterion has
been reached.been reached.

7.8 7.8 Record infoRecord informatiormation required for the Report (see Sectionn required for the Report (see Section
99).).

7.9 7.9 If a If a pluplug g of materof material is ial is detdetachached, label and store theed, label and store the
fixture for qualification of the failed surface in accordance withfixture for qualification of the failed surface in accordance with
8.38.3..

7.17.10 0 RepReport ort any any depdepartuartures res frofrom m the the proprocedcedure such ure such asas
possible misalignment, hesitations in the force application, etc.possible misalignment, hesitations in the force application, etc.

8. 8. CalcCalculatulation or ion or InterInterprepretatitation on of of ResulResultsts

8.1 8.1 If If insinstrutructed cted by by the the insinstrutrumenment t manmanufaufactucturerrer, , use use thethe
instrument calibration factors to convert the indicated load forinstrument calibration factors to convert the indicated load for
each test into the actual load applied.each test into the actual load applied.

8.2 8.2 EithEither er use the use the calicalibrabration chartion chart t supsupplieplied d by by the manu-the manu-
facturer or compute the relative load applied to each coatingfacturer or compute the relative load applied to each coating
sample as follows:sample as follows:

 X  X 55 4 4F F  /  / ππd d 22 (1(1 ))

where:where:

 X  X  = = gregreatesatest t meamean n pulpull-ol-offf f load applload applied durinied during g a a paspass/fs/failail
test, or the pull-off load achieved at fracture. Both havetest, or the pull-off load achieved at fracture. Both have
units of MPa (psi),units of MPa (psi),

F F  = = actactual loaual load applid applied to the test sured to the test surfacface as e as detdetermermineined ind in
8.18.1, and, and

d d  = = equivequivalent diaalent diameter of thmeter of the origine original surfaal surface area strce area stressedessed
havhaving ing uniunits ts of of millmillimeimeters ters (in(incheches). s). ThiThis s is is usuusuallyally
equal to the diameter of the loading fixture.equal to the diameter of the loading fixture.

8.3 8.3 For tests where the load fixture becomeFor tests where the load fixture becomes detached froms detached from
the the testtested ed sursurfacface, e, visvisuallually y estiestimate mate the the perpercencent t of of coacoatintingg
adhesive and cohesive fracture and glue failure in accordanceadhesive and cohesive fracture and glue failure in accordance
to their respective areas and location within the test systemto their respective areas and location within the test system
comprised of coating and glue layers. Glue fracture or failurecomprised of coating and glue layers. Glue fracture or failure
is defined as a visible separation of the glue from itself, theis defined as a visible separation of the glue from itself, the
coating or load fixture. A convenient scheme that describes thecoating or load fixture. A convenient scheme that describes the
total test system is outlined intotal test system is outlined in 8.3.1 8.3.1 through through  8.3.3 8.3.3..

8.38.3.1 .1 DesDescricribe be the the spespecimecimen n as as subsubstrstrateate AA, , upoupon n whiwhichch
successuccessive sive coatincoating g layerslayers BB,, C C ,, DD, etc., have been applied,, etc., have been applied,
including the glue,including the glue, Y  Y , that secures the fixture,, that secures the fixture, Z  Z , to the top coat, to the top coat
((Fig. 1Fig. 1).).

8.38.3.2 Desig.2 Designatnate e cohcohesiesive ve frafractuctures res by by the the laylayers ers witwithinhin
which they occur aswhich they occur as  B B,, C  C ,, D D,, Y  Y , etc., and the visually estimated, etc., and the visually estimated
percent of each.percent of each.

8.3.3 8.3.3 DesignDesignate adhesive fracturate adhesive fractures and es and glue failure by theglue failure by the
interfaces at which they occur asinterfaces at which they occur as  A/B A/B,, B/C  B/C ,,  C/D C/D,,  Y/Z  Y/Z , etc., and, etc., and
the visually estimated percent of each.the visually estimated percent of each.

8.4 8.4 A result that appears to A result that appears to be significantlbe significantly differy different froment from
other results (see repeatability limits inother results (see repeatability limits in 10.1.1 10.1.1) may be caused) may be caused
by by a a mistmistake ake in in test test proprocedcedure ure perperforformanmance, ce, recrecordording ing oror
calculating. If any of these are not the cause, then examine thecalculating. If any of these are not the cause, then examine the
experexperimental circumstanimental circumstances ces surrosurroundinunding g this run. this run. If If an an irreguirregu--
lar result can be attributed to an experimental cause, drop thislar result can be attributed to an experimental cause, drop this
resresult ult frofrom m the analysthe analysis. is. HowHoweveeverr, , do do not discarnot discard d a a resresultult
unlunless ess therthere e are are valvalid id nonnonstatstatistiistical cal reareasonsons s for doing so for doing so oror
unlunless ess the the resresult ult is is a a statstatistiistical cal outoutlierlier. . VValid alid nonnonstatstatistiisticalcal
reasons for dropping results include alignment of the apparatusreasons for dropping results include alignment of the apparatus
that is not normal to the surface, poor definition of the areathat is not normal to the surface, poor definition of the area
stressed due to improper application of the glue, poorly definedstressed due to improper application of the glue, poorly defined
glue lines and boundaries, holidays in the glue caused by voidsglue lines and boundaries, holidays in the glue caused by voids
or inclusions, improperly prepared surfaces, improperly scoredor inclusions, improperly prepared surfaces, improperly scored
surfaces, varying the rate of loading during the test, varying thesurfaces, varying the rate of loading during the test, varying the
rate of loading between tests, and sliding or twisting the fixturerate of loading between tests, and sliding or twisting the fixture
duduriring ng ththe e ininitiitial al cucurere. . ScScraratctchehed d or or scscorored ed sasampmpleles s mamayy
contain stress concentrations leading to premature fractures.contain stress concentrations leading to premature fractures.

8.5 8.5 DocDocumeument any nt any testest t whewhere the re the loaload d limilimit t of the of the testtestinging
equipment is reached.equipment is reached.

8.6 8.6 ProtoProtocol 1 (Test to fracturecol 1 (Test to fracture) see) see  Fig. 2 Fig. 2 Flow Chart. Flow Chart.
8.6.1 8.6.1 Unless otherUnless otherwise agreed to between the purchasewise agreed to between the purchaser andr and

sesellellerr, , didisrsregegarard d testest t reresusults lts wiwith th vivisusualally ly esestimtimateated d glglueue
fracture greater than 1/4 of the loading area. Use caution whenfracture greater than 1/4 of the loading area. Use caution when
using data from tests that include any visible glue fracture orusing data from tests that include any visible glue fracture or

FIG. 1 Specimen DescriptionFIG. 1 Specimen Description
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where the equipment capacity is exceeded for analysis as thewhere the equipment capacity is exceeded for analysis as the
results may not be statistically relevant.results may not be statistically relevant.

8.7 8.7 ProtoProtocol 2 (Pass/faicol 2 (Pass/fail test), seel test), see Fig. 2 Fig. 2 Flow Chart. Flow Chart.
8.7.1 8.7.1 The test can be terminated after the minimuThe test can be terminated after the minimum criterionm criterion

has been met.has been met.
8.78.7.2 .2 A test is A test is paspassinsing g whewhen n the maximthe maximum load applieum load applied d isis

greater than or equal to the pass/fail criteria.greater than or equal to the pass/fail criteria.
8.7.3 8.7.3 If the maximum load is less than the pass/fail criterIf the maximum load is less than the pass/fail criteria,ia,

the test is either a failing test or an indeterminate test due tothe test is either a failing test or an indeterminate test due to
glue fracture. A test result is indeterminate when there is aglue fracture. A test result is indeterminate when there is a
visible amount of glue fracture (visibly detectable glue fracturevisible amount of glue fracture (visibly detectable glue fracture
is defined as glue failure of 5 % or more of the loading area)is defined as glue failure of 5 % or more of the loading area)
that occurred during the test and the maximum load is less thanthat occurred during the test and the maximum load is less than
the pass/fail criteria. An indeterminate test may be redone tothe pass/fail criteria. An indeterminate test may be redone to
determine a passing or failing result. If the test is redone, anddetermine a passing or failing result. If the test is redone, and
glue fracture persists at a load below the test criteria, reviewglue fracture persists at a load below the test criteria, review

ththe e tetest st prprococededurure e anand d mamake ke adadjujustmstmenents ts to to rereduduce ce glglueue
fracture or indicate the test is indeterminate.fracture or indicate the test is indeterminate.

NNOTEOTE 9—Any amount of glue fracture will result in a reduction of the 9—Any amount of glue fracture will result in a reduction of the
maximum test load measured by the testing apparatusmaximum test load measured by the testing apparatus

NNOTEOTE 10—When subjected to pull-off loads, an elastomeric coating may 10—When subjected to pull-off loads, an elastomeric coating may
elongate, and if the elongation or strain is sufficient, then the failure canelongate, and if the elongation or strain is sufficient, then the failure can
be induced by a simulated peel type load starting at the edges of the scoredbe induced by a simulated peel type load starting at the edges of the scored
sample. To reduce this effect proper scoring and test fixture alignmentsample. To reduce this effect proper scoring and test fixture alignment
technitechniques should be ques should be emploemployed. As well, yed. As well, low loading rates low loading rates shoulshould d bebe
avoided to reduce the time the elastomeric coating is under stress. Theseavoided to reduce the time the elastomeric coating is under stress. These
factors do not preclude pull-off strength testing of elastomeric materialsfactors do not preclude pull-off strength testing of elastomeric materials
but should be noted when evaluating results.but should be noted when evaluating results.

9. 9. ReporReportt

9.1 9.1 Report the followinReport the following informatiog information:n:
9.1.1 9.1.1 Date, test location, testinDate, test location, testing agent,g agent,
9.1.2 9.1.2 Brief descrBrief description of the generaiption of the general nature of the test, suchl nature of the test, such

as, field or laboratory testing, generic type of coating, etc.as, field or laboratory testing, generic type of coating, etc.

FIG. 2 Flow ChartFIG. 2 Flow Chart
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9.19.1.3 Te.3 Tempemperatrature ure and and relrelativative e humhumidiidity ty and and any any othotherer
pertinent environmental conditions during the test period.pertinent environmental conditions during the test period.

9.1.4 9.1.4 DescripDescription of tion of the apparatus used, includinthe apparatus used, including: appara-g: appara-
tus tus manmanufaufactucturer rer and and modmodel el numnumberber, , laslast t calicalibrabratiotion n datdate,e,
loadinloading fixture type g fixture type and dimensionand dimensions, and s, and bearinbearing ring g ring type andtype and
dimensions.dimensions.

9.9.1.1.5 5 DeDescrscripiptiotion n of of ththe e tetest st sysystestem, m, if if popossssibible, le, by by ththee
indexing scheme outlined inindexing scheme outlined in 8.3 8.3 including: product identity and including: product identity and
generic type for each coat and any other information supplied,generic type for each coat and any other information supplied,
and the substrate identity (thickness, type, orientation, etc.).and the substrate identity (thickness, type, orientation, etc.).

9.1.6 9.1.6 Glue used and cure time befoGlue used and cure time before test.re test.
9.1.7 9.1.7 Method useMethod used to secure the loading fixture durid to secure the loading fixture during glueng glue

cure, if any.cure, if any.
9.19.1.8 .8 Rate of pullRate of pull..
9.1.9 9.1.9 TTest results.est results.
9.19.1.9..9.1 1 DetaDetailed test iled test resresults as ults as desdescricribed bed inin  Fig. 2  Fig. 2,,   Flow  Flow

Chart.Chart.

NNOTEOTE   11—  11—WheWhen n testestinting g in in a a spespecificific c loclocatioation, n, the the highigheshest t resresultultss
obtained may be the most representative. The most common errors madeobtained may be the most representative. The most common errors made
during the testing process lead to artificially lower results, typically notduring the testing process lead to artificially lower results, typically not
higher results. Characterizing a test area based on an apparent low or highhigher results. Characterizing a test area based on an apparent low or high
individual result should be done with caution.individual result should be done with caution.

9.19.1.9..9.2 2 If correcIf correctiotions ns of the of the resresults have been made, or ults have been made, or if if 
certain values have been omitted such as the lowest or highestcertain values have been omitted such as the lowest or highest
values or others, reasons for the adjustments and criteria used.values or others, reasons for the adjustments and criteria used.

9.1.99.1.9.3 .3 For any test where scoring was employFor any test where scoring was employed, indicate ited, indicate it
by by plplacacining g a a fofoototnonote te susupepersrscrcripipt t bebesiside de eaceach h dadata ta popoinintt
affected and a footnote to that effect with information of theaffected and a footnote to that effect with information of the
scoring apparatus used at the bottom of each page on whichscoring apparatus used at the bottom of each page on which
such data appears. Note any other deviations from the proce-such data appears. Note any other deviations from the proce-
dure.dure.

9.1.99.1.9.4 .4 Note any other deviations from the proceduNote any other deviations from the procedure.re.

NNOTEOTE   12  12—Us—Use e caucautiotion n witwith h stastatististicatical l anaanalyslysis is of of datdata, a, sucsuch h asas
averaging of results, for test results that include glue failure, terminationaveraging of results, for test results that include glue failure, termination
of the test, or exceeding the capacity of the test equipment. The reportedof the test, or exceeding the capacity of the test equipment. The reported
load for these types of test results are not representative of the maximumload for these types of test results are not representative of the maximum
load capacity of the coating tested.load capacity of the coating tested.

10. 10. PrePrecisicision and Biason and Bias55

1010.1 The .1 The prprececisisioion n of of ththis is tetest st memeththod od is is babasesed d on on anan
inteinterlarlaborboratoatory ry stustudy dy of of TTest est MetMethod hod D45D4541 41 conconducducted ted inin
2006, using the parameters of Test Method D4541-09.2006, using the parameters of Test Method D4541-09. 66 Ana-Ana-
lyslysts ts frofrom m sevseven en lablaboraoratortories ies testtested ed six six difdifferferent ent coacoatingtingss
applied toapplied to 11 ⁄  ⁄ 44  in. thick hot-rolled carbon steel plates using five in. thick hot-rolled carbon steel plates using five
difdifferferent ent adhadhesiesion on testestersters. . EveEvery ry “tes“test t resresultult” ” reprepresresentents s anan
individual determination. In order to standardize and balanceindividual determination. In order to standardize and balance
the data, any pull which exceeded the tester’s upper limit withthe data, any pull which exceeded the tester’s upper limit with
the available accessories at the time of testing was eliminatedthe available accessories at the time of testing was eliminated
from the statistical analysis. Any pull in which there was 50 %from the statistical analysis. Any pull in which there was 50 %
or more glue fracture was also eliminated from the statisticalor more glue fracture was also eliminated from the statistical
analysis. If four valid pulls were obtained from one operatoranalysis. If four valid pulls were obtained from one operator
for a given material, the fourth was eliminated and the firstfor a given material, the fourth was eliminated and the first
three valid replicate test results (from one operator) for eachthree valid replicate test results (from one operator) for each

material were included in the statistical analysis. Practicematerial were included in the statistical analysis. Practice E691 E691
was followed for the design and analysis of the data; the detailswas followed for the design and analysis of the data; the details
are given in Research Report No. RR:D01-1147.are given in Research Report No. RR:D01-1147.

NNOTEOTE 13—The pull-off strength of two of the coatings, identified during 13—The pull-off strength of two of the coatings, identified during
the round robin as Coating A and Coating F, exceeded the measurementthe round robin as Coating A and Coating F, exceeded the measurement
limits of the testers with the accessories available at the time of testing,limits of the testers with the accessories available at the time of testing,
and were and were thereftherefore ore elimineliminated from ated from the statistical analysis.the statistical analysis.

10.1.110.1.1   Repeatability—   Repeatability— Two test results obtained within oneTwo test results obtained within one
laboratory shall be judged not equivalent if they differ by morelaboratory shall be judged not equivalent if they differ by more
ththan an ththe e ““r r ” ” vavalulue e fofor r ththat at mamateteririalal; ; ““r r ” ” is is ththe e inintetervrvalal
representing the critical difference between two test results forrepresenting the critical difference between two test results for
the same material, obtained by the same operator using thethe same material, obtained by the same operator using the
same equipment on the same day in the same laboratory.same equipment on the same day in the same laboratory.

10.1.10.1.1.1 1.1 RepeatabRepeatability limits are listed inility limits are listed in Tables 1-5 Tables 1-5..

10.1.210.1.2   Reproducibility—  Reproducibility— Two test results shall be judged notTwo test results shall be judged not
equivalent if they differ by more than the “equivalent if they differ by more than the “ R R” value for that” value for that
materiamaterial; l; ““ R R” ” is is the the intinterverval al reprepresresententing ing the the difdifferferencence e be-be-
twtween een twtwo o tetest st reresusults lts fofor r ththe e sasame me mamateteririal, al, obobtatainined ed byby
different operators using different equipment in different labo-different operators using different equipment in different labo-
ratories.ratories.

10.1.10.1.2.1 2.1 ReprodReproducibiliucibility limits are ty limits are listed inlisted in Tables 1-5 Tables 1-5..

10.10.1.3 1.3 Any judgmAny judgment ent in in accoaccordardance with nce with thethese se two two stastate-te-
ments would have an approximate 95 % probability of beingments would have an approximate 95 % probability of being
correct.correct.

10.210.2   Bias—   Bias— At the time of the study, there was no acceptedAt the time of the study, there was no accepted
reference material suitable for determining the bias for this testreference material suitable for determining the bias for this test
method, therefore no statement is being made.method, therefore no statement is being made.

10.3 10.3 The precision statemeThe precision statement was nt was determdetermined througined through sta-h sta-
tistical examination of 394 results, produced by analysts fromtistical examination of 394 results, produced by analysts from
sevseven en lablaboraoratortories, ies, on on foufour r coacoatintings, gs, usiusing ng five five difdifferferentent
ininststrurumementnts. s. DiDifffefererent nt cocoatiatingngs s wewere re usused ed as as a a memeanans s toto
achievachieve e a a range of range of pull-opull-offf f strengstrengths covering the ths covering the operaoperatingting
range of all the instruments.range of all the instruments.

10.3.10.3.1 1 Results obtainResults obtained by the ed by the same operatosame operator using instru-r using instru-
ments from the same Method should be considered suspect if ments from the same Method should be considered suspect if 
they diffthey differ er in percent relative in percent relative by more by more than the than the IntralIntralaborataboratoryory
values given invalues given in Table 6 Table 6.. Triplicate results obtained by different Triplicate results obtained by different
operators using instruments from the same Method should beoperators using instruments from the same Method should be
considered suspect if they differ in percent relative by moreconsidered suspect if they differ in percent relative by more
than the Interlaboratory values given inthan the Interlaboratory values given in  Table 6 Table 6..

55 Supporting data have been filed at ASTM International Headquarters and maySupporting data have been filed at ASTM International Headquarters and may

be obtained by requesting Research Report RR:D01-1147. Contactbe obtained by requesting Research Report RR:D01-1147. Contact ASTM CustomerASTM Customer

Service at service@astm.org.Service at service@astm.org.
66 Scotch WScotch Weld 420, available from 3M,eld 420, available from 3M, Adhesives, Coatings and Sealers Div., 3MAdhesives, Coatings and Sealers Div., 3M

Center, St. Paul, MN 55144, was used in the Interlaboratory Study round robin.Center, St. Paul, MN 55144, was used in the Interlaboratory Study round robin.

TABLE 1 Adhesion Testing Method B, Pull-Off Strength (TABLE 1 Adhesion Testing Method B, Pull-Off Strength (psi psi ))

CoatinCoating g AveraAveragege
RepeatabilityRepeatability

StandardStandard
DeviationDeviation

ReproducibilityReproducibility
StandardStandard
DeviationDeviation

RepeatabilityRepeatability
LimitLimit

ReproducibilityReproducibility
LimitLimit

xx̄  ¯  ssr  r  ssR  R  r  r  RR

B  B  1111995  5  22778  8  33330  0  77777  7  992255
C  C  55449  9  11009  9  11117  7  33005  5  332266
D  1D  122112  2  44112  2  44883  3  1111555  5  11335511
E  E  1133885  5  11992  2  22776  6  55337  7  777744

CoatinCoating g AveraAveragege
  Repeatability  Repeatability

LimitLimit
ReproducibilityReproducibility

LimitLimit
xx̄  ¯  r  r  %  %  oof  f  aavveerraagge  e  R  R  %  %  oof  f  aavveerraaggee

B  B  1111995  5  77777  7  6699..1  1  99225  5  7777..44
C  C  55449  9  33005  5  5555..6  6  33226  6  5599..00
D  D  1122112  2  1111555  5  9955..3  3  1133551  1  111111..55
E  E  1133885  5  55337  7  3388..8  8  77774  4  5555..99
AAvvgg.  .  6644..7  7  7766..00
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1111. . KeywoKeywordsrds

1111.1 .1 adhesiadhesion; coatings; field; metal on; coatings; field; metal substsubstrates; paint; por-rates; paint; por-
table; pull-off strength; tensile testtable; pull-off strength; tensile test

TABLE 2 Adhesion Testing Method C, Pull-Off Strength (TABLE 2 Adhesion Testing Method C, Pull-Off Strength (psi psi ))

CoatinCoating g AveraAveragege
RepeatabilityRepeatability

StandardStandard
DeviationDeviation

ReproducibilityReproducibility
StandardStandard
DeviationDeviation

RepeatabilityRepeatability
LimitLimit

ReproducibilityReproducibility
LimitLimit

xx̄  ¯  ssr  r  ssR  R  r  r  RR

B  B  1199774  4  22661  1  33224  4  77332  2  990077
C  C  1122221  1  11336  6  55448  8  33882  2  11553355
D  D  2211110  0  22552  2  33116  6  77006  6  888866
E  2E  200112  2  22339  9  33559  9  66669  9  11000044

CoatinCoating g AveraAveragege
  Repeatability  Repeatability

LimitLimit
ReproducibilityReproducibility

LimitLimit
xx̄  ¯  r  r  %  %  oof  f  aavveerraagge  e  R  R  %  %  oof  f  aavveerraaggee

B  B  1199774  4  77332  2  3377..1  1  99007  7  4455..99
C  C  1122221  1  33882  2  3311..3  3  1155335  5  112255..77
D  D  2211110  0  77006  6  3333..5  5  88886  6  4422..00
E  E  2200112  2  66669  9  3333..3  3  1100004  4  4499..99
AAvvgg.  .  3300..4  4  7700..55

TABLE 3 Adhesion Testing Method D, Pull-Off Strength (TABLE 3 Adhesion Testing Method D, Pull-Off Strength (psi psi ))

CoatinCoating g AveraAveragege
RepeatabilityRepeatability

StandardStandard
DeviationDeviation

ReproducibilityReproducibility
StandardStandard
DeviationDeviation

RepeatabilityRepeatability
LimitLimit

ReproducibilityReproducibility
LimitLimit

xx̄  ¯  ssr  r  ssR  R  r  r  SSRR
B  B  2244558  8  11446  6  22770  0  44008  8  775555
C  C  1122332  2  331  1  11116  6  887  7  332244
D  D  2277007  7  11555  5  22333  3  44334  4  665511
E  E  2233554  4  11663  3  22773  3  44556  6  776644

CoatinCoating g AveraAveragege
  Repeatability  Repeatability

LimitLimit
ReproducibilityReproducibility

LimitLimit
xx̄  ¯  r  r  %  %  oof  f  aavveerraagge  e  R  R  %  %  oof  f  aavveerraaggee

B  B  2244558  8  44008  8  1166..6  6  77555  5  3300..77
C  C  1122332  2  887  7  77..1  1  33224  4  2266..33
D  D  2277007  7  44334  4  1166..0  0  66551  1  2244..00

E  E  2233554  4  44556  6  1199..4  4  77664  4  3322..55
AAvvgg.  .  1144..8  8  2288..44

TABLE 4 Adhesion Testing Method E, Pull-Off Strength (TABLE 4 Adhesion Testing Method E, Pull-Off Strength (psi psi ))

CoatinCoating g AveraAveragege
RepeatabilityRepeatability

StandardStandard
DeviationDeviation

ReproducibilityReproducibility
StandardStandard
DeviationDeviation

RepeatabilityRepeatability
LimitLimit

ReproducibilityReproducibility
LimitLimit

xx̄  ¯  ssr  r  ssR  R  r  r  SSRR

B  B  2222110  0  11773  3  22115  5  44883  3  660011
C  C  1111220  0  11115  5  11555  5  33221  1  443333
D  2D  244881  1  33661  1  44222  2  1100111  1  11118811
E  E  2244449  9  11773  3  11998  8  44885  5  555555

CoatinCoating g AveraAveragege
  Repeatability  Repeatability

LimitLimit
ReproducibilityReproducibility

LimitLimit
xx̄  ¯  r  r  %  %  oof  f  aavveerraagge  e  R  R  %  %  oof  f  aavveerraaggee

B  B  2222110  0  44883  3  2211..9  9  66001  1  2277..22
C  C  1111220  0  33221  1  2288..7  7  44333  3  3388..77
D  D  2244881  1  1100111  1  4400..7  7  1111881  1  4477..66
E  E  2244449  9  44885  5  1199..8  8  55555  5  2222..77
AAvvgg.  .  2277..8  8  3344..11

TABLE 5 Adhesion Testing Method F, Pull-Off Strength (TABLE 5 Adhesion Testing Method F, Pull-Off Strength ( psi psi ))

CoatinCoating g AveraAveragege
RepeatabilityRepeatability

StandardStandard
DeviationDeviation

ReproducibilityReproducibility
StandardStandard
DeviationDeviation

RepeatabilityRepeatability
LimitLimit

ReproducibilityReproducibility
LimitLimit

xx̄  ¯  ssr  r  ssR  R  r  r  SSRR
B  B  2200770  0  11002  2  11225  5  22887  7  335511
C  C  1111006  6  660  0  11008  8  11669  9  330044
D  D  2233668  8  11224  4  11660  0  33447  7  444499
E  E  2233227  7  22117  7  22337  7  66009  9  666644

CoatinCoating g AveraAveragege
  Repeatability  Repeatability

LimitLimit
ReproducibilityReproducibility

LimitLimit
xx̄  ¯  r  r  %  %  oof  f  aavveerraagge  e  R  R  %  %  oof  f  aavveerraaggee

B  B  2200770  0  22887  7  1133..9  9  33551  1  1177..00
C  C  1111006  6  11669  9  1155..3  3  33004  4  2277..55
D  D  2233668  8  33447  7  1144..7  7  44449  9  1199..00

E  E  2233227  7  66009  9  2266..2  2  66664  4  2288..55
AAvvgg.  .  1177..5  5  2233..00
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ANNEXESANNEXES

(Mandatory Information)(Mandatory Information)

A1. A1. FIXED-ALIGNFIXED-ALIGNMENT ADMENT ADHESION TESTER TYPE II (TEST METHOD B)HESION TESTER TYPE II (TEST METHOD B)

A1.1A1.1   Apparatus:  Apparatus:

A1.1.1 A1.1.1 This is a fixed-alignment pThis is a fixed-alignment portable tester, as shortable tester, as shown inown in
Fig. A1.1Fig. A1.1..7,87,8

NNOTEOTE A1.1—Precision data for Type II instruments shown in A1.1—Precision data for Type II instruments shown in   Table 6  Table 6
were obtained using the devices described inwere obtained using the devices described in Fig. A1.1 Fig. A1.1..

A1.1.2A1.1.2   Th  The e testtester er is is comcompriprised sed of of detdetachachablable e alualuminminumum
loading fixtures having a flat conic base that is 20 mm (0.8 in.)loading fixtures having a flat conic base that is 20 mm (0.8 in.)

in in didiamameteeter r on on onone e enend d fofor r secsecururining g to to ththe e cocoatatining, g, anand d aa

circircuculalar r T-T-bobolt lt hehead ad on on ththe e ototheher r enend, d, a a cecentntraral l grgrip ip fofor r 
engaging the loading fixture that is forced away from a tripod engaging the loading fixture that is forced away from a tripod 

base by the interaction of a hand wheel (or nut), and a coaxialbase by the interaction of a hand wheel (or nut), and a coaxial

bobolt lt coconnnnectected ed ththrrouough gh a a seseriries es of of bebellellevilville le wawashsherers, s, or or 
springs in later models, that acts as both a torsion relief and asprings in later models, that acts as both a torsion relief and a

spring that displaces a dragging indicator with respect to aspring that displaces a dragging indicator with respect to a

scale.scale.

A1.1.A1.1.3 3 The force is indicated by measuring the maximumThe force is indicated by measuring the maximum
spring displacement when loaded. Care should be taken to seespring displacement when loaded. Care should be taken to see
that substrate bending does not influence its final position orthat substrate bending does not influence its final position or
the actual force delivered by the spring arrangement.the actual force delivered by the spring arrangement.

A1.1.A1.1.4 4 The devices are availabThe devices are available in le in four rangfour ranges: From 3.5,es: From 3.5,
7.0, 14, and 28 MPa (0 to 500, 0 to 1000, 0 to 2000, and 0 to7.0, 14, and 28 MPa (0 to 500, 0 to 1000, 0 to 2000, and 0 to
4000 psi).4000 psi).

A1.2A1.2   Procedure:  Procedure:

A1A1.2.2.1 Cen.1 Centeter r ththe e bebeararining g riring ng on on ththe e cocoatatining g susurfrfaceace
concentric with the loading fixture. Turn the hand wheel or nutconcentric with the loading fixture. Turn the hand wheel or nut
of the of the tester countetester counterclockrclockwise, lowerinwise, lowering the g the grip so that grip so that it slipsit slips
under the head of the loading fixture.under the head of the loading fixture.

A1.2.2 A1.2.2 Align or shim the Align or shim the three instrument swivel pads of three instrument swivel pads of thethe
tripod base so that the instrument will pull perpendicularly totripod base so that the instrument will pull perpendicularly to
the surface at the the surface at the bearinbearing ring. The annular ring can be g ring. The annular ring can be used onused on
flexible substrates.flexible substrates.

A1.2.3 A1.2.3 TTake up the slack between the various memberake up the slack between the various members ands and
slide the dragging (force) indicator located on the tester to zero.slide the dragging (force) indicator located on the tester to zero.

A1.A1.2.4 2.4 FirFirmly hold the mly hold the insinstrutrumenment t witwith h one handone hand. . Do notDo not
allow the base to move or slide during the test. With the otherallow the base to move or slide during the test. With the other
hanhand, d, turturn n the hand the hand whewheel el cloclockwckwise ise usiusing ng as as smosmooth andoth and
constant motion as possible. Do not jerk or exceed a stress rateconstant motion as possible. Do not jerk or exceed a stress rate
of 150 psi/s (1 MPa/s) that is attained by allowing in excess of of 150 psi/s (1 MPa/s) that is attained by allowing in excess of 
7 s/7 MPa (7 s/1000 psi), stress. If the 14 or 28 MPa (2000 or7 s/7 MPa (7 s/1000 psi), stress. If the 14 or 28 MPa (2000 or
4000 psi) models are used, the hand wheel is replaced with a4000 psi) models are used, the hand wheel is replaced with a
nut requiring a wrench for tightening. The wrench must be usednut requiring a wrench for tightening. The wrench must be used
in a plane parallel to the substrate so that the loading fixturein a plane parallel to the substrate so that the loading fixture
will not be removed by a shearing force or misalignment, thuswill not be removed by a shearing force or misalignment, thus
negnegatinating g the the resresultults. s. The The maxmaximuimum m loaload d musmust t be be reareachechedd
within about 100 s.within about 100 s.

A1.A1.2.5 2.5 The pulliThe pulling ng forforce ce appapplied to lied to the loadinthe loading g fixtfixture isure is
increased to a maximum or until the system fails at its weakestincreased to a maximum or until the system fails at its weakest
loclocus. us. UpoUpon n frafracturcture, e, the the scascale le will rise will rise sligslightlhtlyy, , whiwhile le thethe
dradraggigging ng indindicaticator or retaretains ins the the appapparearent nt loaload. d. The The appapparaaratustus
scascale le indindicaticates es an an appapproxroximatimate e loaload d dirdirectlectly y in in poupounds pernds per
square inch, but may be compared to a calibration curve.square inch, but may be compared to a calibration curve.

A1.2.6 A1.2.6 Record the highesRecord the highest value attained by t value attained by readinreading alongg along
the bottom of the dragging indicator.the bottom of the dragging indicator.

77 The sole source of supply of the Elcometer, Model 106, adhesion tester knownThe sole source of supply of the Elcometer, Model 106, adhesion tester known

to the committee at this time is Elcometer Instruments, Ltd., Edge Lane, Droylston,to the committee at this time is Elcometer Instruments, Ltd., Edge Lane, Droylston,

Manchester M35 6UB, United Kingdom, England.Manchester M35 6UB, United Kingdom, England.
88 If you are aware of alternative suppliers, please provide this information toIf you are aware of alternative suppliers, please provide this information to

ASTM Headquarters.ASTM Headquarters. YYour comments will receive careful consideration at a meetingour comments will receive careful consideration at a meeting

of the responsible technical committee,of the responsible technical committee,11 which you may attendwhich you may attend

TABLE 6 Precision of Adhesion Pull-Off Measurements (averagedTABLE 6 Precision of Adhesion Pull-Off Measurements (averaged
across coating types for across coating types for each instrumeneach instrument)t)

IntralaboratoryIntralaboratory
MaximumMaximum

RecommendedRecommended
Difference, %Difference, %

InterlaboratoryInterlaboratory
MaximumMaximum

RecommendedRecommended
Difference, %Difference, %

MMeetthhood  d  B  B  6644..7  7  MMeetthhood  d  B  B  7766..00
MMeetthhood  d  C  C  3333..8  8  MMeetthhood  d  C  C  6655..99
MMeetthhood  d  D  D  1144..8  8  MMeetthhood  d  D  D  2288..44
MMeetthhood  d  E  E  2277..8  8  MMeetthhood  d  E  E  3344..11
MMeetthhood  d  F  F  1177..5  5  MMeetthhood  d  F  F  2233..00
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(a)(a)

(b)(b)

FIG. A1.1 Photograph (a) and Schematic (b) of Type II, Fixed Alignment Pull-Off TesterFIG. A1.1 Photograph (a) and Schematic (b) of Type II, Fixed Alignment Pull-Off Tester
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A2. A2. SELF-ALIGNINSELF-ALIGNING ADHESION TESTG ADHESION TESTER TYPE III (TEST METHOD C)ER TYPE III (TEST METHOD C)

A2.1A2.1   Apparatus: Apparatus:

A2A2.1.1.1 Thi.1 This s is is a a seselflf-a-aliglignining ng tetestesterr, , as as shshowown n inin   Fig.  Fig.
A2.1A2.1..9,89,8

NNOTEOTE  A2.1—Precision data for Type III instruments shown in  A2.1—Precision data for Type III instruments shown in Table 6 Table 6
were obtained using the devices described inwere obtained using the devices described in Fig. A2.1 Fig. A2.1..

A2.A2.1.2 1.2 LoaLoad d is is appapplied throulied through gh the center of the center of the loadinthe loadingg
fixture by a hydraulic piston and pin. The diameter of the pistonfixture by a hydraulic piston and pin. The diameter of the piston
bore is sized so that the area of the bore is equal to the net areabore is sized so that the area of the bore is equal to the net area
of the loading fixture. Therefore, the pressure reacted by theof the loading fixture. Therefore, the pressure reacted by the
loading fixture is the same as the pressure in the bore and isloading fixture is the same as the pressure in the bore and is
transmitted directly to a pressure gauge.transmitted directly to a pressure gauge.

A2.1.A2.1.3 3 The apparaThe apparatus is comprised of: a loading fixtutus is comprised of: a loading fixture, 19re, 19
mm mm (0(0.7.75 5 inin.) .) ououtstsidide e didiamameteeterr, , 3 3 mm mm (0(0.1.125 25 inin.) .) ininsisidede
diameter, hydraulic piston and pin by which load is applied todiameter, hydraulic piston and pin by which load is applied to
the loading fixture, hose, pressure gauge, threaded plunger andthe loading fixture, hose, pressure gauge, threaded plunger and
handle.handle.

A2.A2.1.4 1.4 The force The force is is indindicaticated ed by by the the maxmaximuimum m hydhydraurauliclic
pressure as displayed on the gauge, since the effective areas of pressure as displayed on the gauge, since the effective areas of 
the piston bore and the loading fixture are the same.the piston bore and the loading fixture are the same.

A2.1.5 A2.1.5 The testers are available in The testers are available in three standathree standard workingrd working
ranges: 0 to 10 MPa (0 to 1500 psi), 0 to 15 MPa (0 to 2250ranges: 0 to 10 MPa (0 to 1500 psi), 0 to 15 MPa (0 to 2250
psi), 0 to 20 MPa (0 to 3000 psi). Special loading fixturespsi), 0 to 20 MPa (0 to 3000 psi). Special loading fixtures
shaped to test tubular sections are available.shaped to test tubular sections are available.

A2.2A2.2   Procedure:  Procedure:

A2.2.1 A2.2.1 FolloFollow the w the genergeneral procedural procedures described in Sectionses described in Sections
66 and and 7 7.. Procedures specific to this instrument are described in Procedures specific to this instrument are described in
this this sectionsection..

A2.2.2 A2.2.2 InserInsert t a a decreasdecreased TFE-fluored TFE-fluorocarbocarbon plug on plug into theinto the
loading fixture until the tip protrudes from the surface of theloading fixture until the tip protrudes from the surface of the
loaloadinding g fixtfixtureure. . WheWhen n appapplyinlying g gluglue e to to the the loadloading ing fixtfixtureure,,
avoid getting glue on the plug. Remove plug after holding theavoid getting glue on the plug. Remove plug after holding the
loading fixture in place for 10 s.loading fixture in place for 10 s.

A2.2.3 A2.2.3 EnsurEnsure that the black needle of the tester is readinge that the black needle of the tester is reading
zero. Connect a test loading fixture to the head and increase thezero. Connect a test loading fixture to the head and increase the
pressure by turning the handle clockwise until the pin protrudespressure by turning the handle clockwise until the pin protrudes
from the loading fixture. Decrease pressure to zero and removefrom the loading fixture. Decrease pressure to zero and remove
the test loading fixture.the test loading fixture.

A2.2.4 A2.2.4 ConneConnect the head to the ct the head to the loadinloading fixture to be tested,g fixture to be tested,
by by pupullilling ng baback ck ththe e snsnapap-o-on n riringng, , pupushshining g ththe e hehead ad anandd
releasing the snap-on ring. Ensure the tester is held normal toreleasing the snap-on ring. Ensure the tester is held normal to
the surface to be tested and that the hose is straight.the surface to be tested and that the hose is straight.

A2.2.5 A2.2.5 IncreIncrease the ase the pressupressure slowly by re slowly by turninturning the g the handlehandle
clockwise until either the maximum load or fracture is reached.clockwise until either the maximum load or fracture is reached.

99 The sole source of supply of the Hate Mark VII adhesion tester known to theThe sole source of supply of the Hate Mark VII adhesion tester known to the

committee at this time is Hydraulic Adhesion Test Equipment, Ltd., 629 Inlet Rd.,committee at this time is Hydraulic Adhesion Test Equipment, Ltd., 629 Inlet Rd.,

North Palm Beach, FL 33408.North Palm Beach, FL 33408.
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(a)(a)

(b)(b)

FIG. A2.1 Photograph (a) and Schematic (b) of Type III, Self-Alignment TesterFIG. A2.1 Photograph (a) and Schematic (b) of Type III, Self-Alignment Tester
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A3. A3. SELF-ALIGNMESELF-ALIGNMENT ADHESION TESTNT ADHESION TESTER TYPE IV (TEST METHOD ER TYPE IV (TEST METHOD D)D)

A3.1A3.1   Apparatus: Apparatus:

A3.1.A3.1.1 1 This is a This is a self-alself-aligning autoigning automated testermated tester, which may, which may
have a self-contained pressure source and has a control modulehave a self-contained pressure source and has a control module
thathat t cocontntrorols ls a a chchoioice ce of of difdiffefererent nt loload ad rarangnge e dedetactachihingng
assemblies, or pistons. It is shown inassemblies, or pistons. It is shown in  Fig. A3.1 Fig. A3.1..

NNOTEOTE  A3.1—Precision data for Type IV instruments shown in  A3.1—Precision data for Type IV instruments shown in  Table 6 Table 6
were obtained using the devices described inwere obtained using the devices described in Fig. A3.1 Fig. A3.1..

A3.1.A3.1.2 2 The apparaThe apparatus is comprisetus is comprised of: (d of: (11) a loading fixture,) a loading fixture,
((22) a detaching assembly, or piston, () a detaching assembly, or piston, (33) one of several control) one of several control
modules, and (modules, and (44) a pressurized air source.) a pressurized air source.

A3.1.A3.1.3 3 The loading fixturThe loading fixtures are es are availabavailable on le on many difmany differentferent
sizes (3 to sizes (3 to 75 mm) based on 75 mm) based on the particulathe particulars of the rs of the system beingsystem being
testtested. The ed. The stastandandard loadinrd loading g fixtfixture is ure is 12.12.5 5 mm mm (0.(0.5 5 in) inin) in
diameter. The face of the loading fixture can be rough, smooth,diameter. The face of the loading fixture can be rough, smooth,
curved, machined, etc.curved, machined, etc.

A3.A3.1.4 1.4 The The pispistontons s are are alsalso o avaavailabilable le in in sevseveraeral l difdifferferentent
sizes, or load ranges. It is recommended that a piston is chosensizes, or load ranges. It is recommended that a piston is chosen
so so ththat at ththe e mimidpdpoioint nt of of ththe e rarangnge e is is cloclose se to to ththe e sususpspecectedted
tensile strength of the coating to be tested. This will provide thetensile strength of the coating to be tested. This will provide the
most forgiveness in errors of assumed coating strength.most forgiveness in errors of assumed coating strength.

A3.A3.1.5 1.5 SevSeveraeral l modmodels els of of concontrotrol l modmoduleules s are are avaavailabilable.le.
The digital models may include optional accessories allowingThe digital models may include optional accessories allowing
for features such as wireless real-time transmission of pull-testsfor features such as wireless real-time transmission of pull-tests
via Bluetooth and your PC, LabVIEW-created software, USBvia Bluetooth and your PC, LabVIEW-created software, USB
camera attachment to photo document your pulls, and com-camera attachment to photo document your pulls, and com-
puter generated reporting capabilities.puter generated reporting capabilities.

A3A3.1.1.6 Th.6 The e prpressessururizized ed air air sosoururce ce mamay y be be ((11)  )  a a sseelflf--
contained miniature air cylinder for maximum portability, (contained miniature air cylinder for maximum portability, (22))
shop (bottled) air, or (shop (bottled) air, or (33) air from an automated pump.) air from an automated pump.

A3.2A3.2   Procedure:  Procedure:

A3.2.1 A3.2.1 FolloFollow the w the genergeneral procedural procedures described in Sectionses described in Sections
66 and and 7 7. Procedures specific to Type IV testers are described in. Procedures specific to Type IV testers are described in
the following section.the following section.

A3.2.2 A3.2.2 AdherAdhere a e a loadinloading fixture to the coating based on theg fixture to the coating based on the
epoxy manufacturer’s instructions, employing either a cut-off epoxy manufacturer’s instructions, employing either a cut-off 
ring or glue mask to reproducibly define the area being tested.ring or glue mask to reproducibly define the area being tested.
On On larlarger ger sizesized d loaloadinding g fixtfixtureures, s, simpsimply ly wipwipe e awaaway y excexcessess
epoxy with a cotton tipped applicator or rag.epoxy with a cotton tipped applicator or rag.

A3.2.3 A3.2.3 Place the piston over the loading fixtPlace the piston over the loading fixture and gentlyure and gently
thread the reaction plate (top of piston) onto the loading fixture.thread the reaction plate (top of piston) onto the loading fixture.

A3.2.4 A3.2.4 Attach the appropriaAttach the appropriate pneumatic hoses and te pneumatic hoses and ensurensuree
that the control module has an air supply of at least 0.67 Mpathat the control module has an air supply of at least 0.67 Mpa
(100 psi) as read on the supply gauge. Zero the Piston Pressure(100 psi) as read on the supply gauge. Zero the Piston Pressure
gauge/display.gauge/display.

A3.A3.2.5 Ensu2.5 Ensure re that that the the Rate Rate VValvalve e is is cloclosed sed (cl(clockockwiswisee
finger tight) and then press and hold the Run button. Slowlyfinger tight) and then press and hold the Run button. Slowly
open the Rate Valve (counterclockwise) and monitor the Pistonopen the Rate Valve (counterclockwise) and monitor the Piston
Pressure gauge/display to obtain a rate of pressure increase of Pressure gauge/display to obtain a rate of pressure increase of 
less than 1 MPa/s (100 psi/s) yet allowing for the entire test toless than 1 MPa/s (100 psi/s) yet allowing for the entire test to
be complete within 100 s. When the loading fixture detachesbe complete within 100 s. When the loading fixture detaches
from the surface or the required pressure is attained, release thefrom the surface or the required pressure is attained, release the
Run button.Run button.

A3.A3.2.6 2.6 OpeOpen n the the Rate Rate VValvalve e eveeven n furfurther ther (co(countuntercerclocklock--
wise) to relieve the residual pressure so the loading fixture canwise) to relieve the residual pressure so the loading fixture can
be removed from the piston to prepare for the next test.be removed from the piston to prepare for the next test.

A3.2.7 A3.2.7 Record boRecord both the maximum pressuth the maximum pressure attained and there attained and the
specific piston used. Convert the maximum Piston Pressure tospecific piston used. Convert the maximum Piston Pressure to
the load applied to the coating using the conversion charts orthe load applied to the coating using the conversion charts or
set the specific testing parameters within the software to haveset the specific testing parameters within the software to have
this step completed automatically.this step completed automatically.
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(a)(a)

FIG. A3.1 PhotogFIG. A3.1 Photograph (a) raph (a) and Schematic of and Schematic of Piston (b) of Piston (b) of TType IV ype IV Self-ASelf-Alignmelignment Adhesion Tent Adhesion Testerster
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A4. A4. SELF-ALIGNINSELF-ALIGNING ADHESION TESTEG ADHESION TESTER TYPE V (TEST METHOD E)R TYPE V (TEST METHOD E)

A4.1A4.1   Apparatus: Apparatus:

A4A4.1.1.1 Thi.1 This s is is a a seselflf-a-aliglignining ng tetestesterr, , as as shshowown n inin   Fig.  Fig.
A4.1A4.1..10,810,8

NNOTEOTE A4.1—Precision data for Type V instruments shown in A4.1—Precision data for Type V instruments shown in  Table 6  Table 6
were obtained using the devices described as “Manual” inwere obtained using the devices described as “Manual” in Fig. A4.1 Fig. A4.1..

A4.1.A4.1.2 2 AA self-aself-aligninligning spherical loadg spherical loading fixture head is useding fixture head is used
by this tester. Load evenly distributes pulling force over theby this tester. Load evenly distributes pulling force over the
surface being tested, ensuring a perpendicular, balanced pull-surface being tested, ensuring a perpendicular, balanced pull-
off. A loading fixture of 20 mm (0.78 in.) is equal to the areaoff. A loading fixture of 20 mm (0.78 in.) is equal to the area
of of the the pospositioition n borbore e in in the the actuactuatoatorr. . TheTherefreforeore, , the the prepressussurere
reacted by the loading fixture is the same as the pressure in thereacted by the loading fixture is the same as the pressure in the
actuator and is transmitted directly to the pressure gauge. Theactuator and is transmitted directly to the pressure gauge. The
tester performs automatic conversion calculations for the 50tester performs automatic conversion calculations for the 50
mm (1.97 in.) loading fixtures and other common sizes of 10mm (1.97 in.) loading fixtures and other common sizes of 10
and 14 mm (0.39 in. and 0.55 in. respectively).and 14 mm (0.39 in. and 0.55 in. respectively).

A4.1.A4.1.3 3 The apparaThe apparatus is comprised of: a loading fixtutus is comprised of: a loading fixture, 10re, 10
to 50 mm (0.39 and 1.97 in. respectively) diameter, hydraulicto 50 mm (0.39 and 1.97 in. respectively) diameter, hydraulic
actuator by which the load is applied to the loading fixture,actuator by which the load is applied to the loading fixture,
pressure gauge with LCD display, and hydraulic pump.pressure gauge with LCD display, and hydraulic pump.

A4.A4.1.4 The 1.4 The disdisplay on play on the the prepressussure re gaugauge ge indindicaticates es thethe
maximum force and the rate of pull.maximum force and the rate of pull.

A4.1.A4.1.5 5 The tester is available with accessorieThe tester is available with accessories for finishess for finishes
on plastics, metals, and wood. Special loading fixtures, typi-on plastics, metals, and wood. Special loading fixtures, typi-
cally 10 mm (0.39 in.) and 14 mm (0.55 in.) are available forcally 10 mm (0.39 in.) and 14 mm (0.55 in.) are available for
use on curved surfaces and when higher pull-off pressures areuse on curved surfaces and when higher pull-off pressures are
required.required.

A4.2A4.2   Procedure:  Procedure:

A4.2.1 A4.2.1 FolloFollow the w the genergeneral procedural procedures described in Sectionses described in Sections

66 and and 7 7.. Procedures specific to Type V Testers are described in Procedures specific to Type V Testers are described in

this this sectionsection..

A4A4.2.2.2 .2 EnEnsusure re ththe e prpresessusure re rerelielief f vavalvlve e on on ththe e pupump mp isis

completely open. Push the actuator handle completely downcompletely open. Push the actuator handle completely down

into the actuator assembly.into the actuator assembly.

A4.2.3 A4.2.3 Place the actuator assembPlace the actuator assembly over the loading fixturely over the loading fixture

head and attach the quick coupling to the loading fixture. Closehead and attach the quick coupling to the loading fixture. Close

the pressure relief valve on the pump. Select the appropriatethe pressure relief valve on the pump. Select the appropriate

loaloadinding g fixtfixture size ure size on the on the disdisplaplay y and then press the and then press the zerzeroo

button.button.

A4.A4.2.4 2.4 PriPrime me the pump by the pump by pumpumpinping g the handlthe handle e untuntil il thethe

disdisplaplayed yed reareadinding g appapproaroacheches s the the pripriminming g prepressussure re as as ex-ex-

plained in the instruction manual. Return the pump handle toplained in the instruction manual. Return the pump handle to

its full upright position and then complete a single stroke at aits full upright position and then complete a single stroke at a

uniform rate of no more than 1 MPa/s (150 psi/s) as shown onuniform rate of no more than 1 MPa/s (150 psi/s) as shown on

the display until the actuator pulls the loading fixture from thethe display until the actuator pulls the loading fixture from the

surface.surface.

A4.2.5 A4.2.5 ImmedImmediately followiniately following g the pull, the pull, open the open the presspressureure

relief valve on the pump to release the pressure. The displayrelief valve on the pump to release the pressure. The display

will maintain the maximum pressure reading. Record this pullwill maintain the maximum pressure reading. Record this pull

ofoff f prepressussure re into the into the testester’ter’s s memmemory and ory and marmark k the the loaloadindingg

fixture for future qualitative analysis.fixture for future qualitative analysis.

A4.2.6 A4.2.6 AA versioversion of this tester is avan of this tester is available with an autilable with an automaticomatic

hydraulic pump.hydraulic pump.

1010 The sole The sole sousource rce of of supsupply ply of of the the PosPosiTiTest Pull-Oest Pull-Off Tesff Tester ter knoknown wn to to thethe

committee at this time is DeFelsko Corporation, 802 Proctor Avenue, Ogdensburg,committee at this time is DeFelsko Corporation, 802 Proctor Avenue, Ogdensburg,

NY 13669 USA.NY 13669 USA.
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(a)(a)

(b)(b)

FIG. A4.1 Photograph (a) and Schematic (b) of Type V, Self-Aligning TesterFIG. A4.1 Photograph (a) and Schematic (b) of Type V, Self-Aligning Tester
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A5. A5. SELF-ALIGNINSELF-ALIGNING ADHESION TESTEG ADHESION TESTER TYPE VI (TEST METHOD F)R TYPE VI (TEST METHOD F)

A5.1A5.1   Apparatus: Apparatus:

A5.1.A5.1.1 1 This is a This is a self-aself-aligninligning tester, as shown ing tester, as shown in Fig. A5.1 Fig. A5.1..
NNOTEOTE  A5.1—Precision data for Type VI instruments shown in  A5.1—Precision data for Type VI instruments shown in  Table 6 Table 6

were obtained using the devices described inwere obtained using the devices described in Fig. A5.1 Fig. A5.1..

A5.A5.1.2 1.2 The The selfself-al-alignigning ing testtesting ing heahead d useuses s foufour r indindepeepen-n-
dently operated feet to ensure that the pull stress on the loadingdently operated feet to ensure that the pull stress on the loading
fixture is evenly distributed independently of the shape of thefixture is evenly distributed independently of the shape of the
substrate or the angle of the loading fixture to the surface. Seesubstrate or the angle of the loading fixture to the surface. See
Fig. A5.1Fig. A5.1

A5.1.A5.1.3 3 The apparatThe apparatus comprisus comprises a es a crank handcrank handle pull mecha-le pull mecha-
nism with a hydraulic cable mechanism, a self-aligning testnism with a hydraulic cable mechanism, a self-aligning test
head rated at 6.3 kN and loading fixtures.head rated at 6.3 kN and loading fixtures.

A5A5.1.1.4 .4 A A rarangnge e of of loloadadining g fixfixtutureres, s, frfrom om 2.2.8 8 to to 70 70 mmmm
diameter is available. The 20 diameter is available. The 20 mm diameter loading fixtures aremm diameter loading fixtures are
directly connected to the test head by means of a quick releasedirectly connected to the test head by means of a quick release
connector. Other loading fixture sizes are supplied with threadsconnector. Other loading fixture sizes are supplied with threads
machined to allow connection to the self-aligning test headmachined to allow connection to the self-aligning test head
using an adapter. Loading fixtures with diameters in the rangeusing an adapter. Loading fixtures with diameters in the range
2.8 to 5.7 mm are used with a micro self-aligning test head2.8 to 5.7 mm are used with a micro self-aligning test head
rated at 1 kN.rated at 1 kN.

A5.1.A5.1.5 5 The force applied to the loading fixture is displayeThe force applied to the loading fixture is displayedd
on a hydraulic pressure gauge with a dragging indicator thaton a hydraulic pressure gauge with a dragging indicator that
shows the maximum reading at the point where the loadingshows the maximum reading at the point where the loading
fixture is removed from the surface. The gauge carries both PSIfixture is removed from the surface. The gauge carries both PSI
and MPa values on two scales.and MPa values on two scales.

A5.2A5.2   Procedure:  Procedure:

A5.2.A5.2.1 1 FollowFollowing the ing the genergeneral procedures descrial procedures described in bed in Sec-Sec-
tionstions 66 andand 77,,   pro  procedcedureures s spespecific cific to to TType ype VI VI testtesters ers areare
described in the following section.described in the following section.

A5.A5.2.2 2.2 EnsEnsure that ure that the pressthe pressure in ure in the pull the pull mechmechanianism sm isis
released by opening the valve at the bottom of the cylinder.released by opening the valve at the bottom of the cylinder.
TuTurn the rn the dradraggigging indicang indicator to tor to zerzero o in in linline e witwith h the gaugethe gauge
indicator needle.indicator needle.

A5.A5.2.3 2.3 AttAttach ach the the selfself-ali-alignigning ng test test heahead d to to the the hydhydraurauliclic
cable mechaniscable mechanism using m using the quick release connector on the the quick release connector on the sideside
of the test head. Return the crank handle to the start positionof the test head. Return the crank handle to the start position
and ensure that the four pistons of the self-aligning head areand ensure that the four pistons of the self-aligning head are
level by pushing the head against a flat surface.level by pushing the head against a flat surface.

A5.A5.2.4 Place 2.4 Place the the relrelevaevant nt supsupporport t rinring g oveover r the the loaloadindingg
fixturfixture.e. AA supposupport ring is not requirrt ring is not required for 25 mm, 50 mm, or 70ed for 25 mm, 50 mm, or 70
mm diameter loading fixtures or for 50 mm square loadingmm diameter loading fixtures or for 50 mm square loading
fixtures.fixtures.

A5.A5.2.5 Attach the 2.5 Attach the test head to test head to the loadithe loading ng fixtfixture eitheure eitherr
dirdirectlectly y or or usiusing ng the the adaadaptepter, r, whewhere re appappropropriatriate. e. ClosClose e thethe
valve.valve.

A5.A5.2.6 2.6 EnsEnsure that ure that the hydrathe hydrauliulic c cabcable le mecmechanhanism ism is is notnot
pulled tight. Hold the pull mechanism in one hand and operatepulled tight. Hold the pull mechanism in one hand and operate
the crank with the other using a smooth and regular motion tothe crank with the other using a smooth and regular motion to
ensurensure that e that the force is the force is applieapplied evenly until the d evenly until the desiredesired value isd value is
reached or the fracture occurs.reached or the fracture occurs.

A5.2.7 A5.2.7 ImmedImmediately followiiately following the ng the complecompletion of the tion of the pull,pull,
open the valve to release any residual pressure and return theopen the valve to release any residual pressure and return the
crank handlcrank handle to e to the start position. The unit is the start position. The unit is now ready for thenow ready for the
next pull.next pull.

A5.2.8 A5.2.8 Note the value indicated by the Note the value indicated by the draggdragging indicatoring indicator
and mark the loading fixture for further analysis as described inand mark the loading fixture for further analysis as described in
SectionSection 88..
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(a)(a)

(b)(b)

FIG. A5.1 Photograph (a) and Schematic (b) of Type VI, Self-Aligning TesterFIG. A5.1 Photograph (a) and Schematic (b) of Type VI, Self-Aligning Tester
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SUMMARY OF CHANGESSUMMARY OF CHANGES

CoCommmmittittee ee D0D01 1 hahas s ididenentitified fied ththe e lolocacatiotion n of of selselectected ed chchanangeges s to to ththis is ststanandadard rd sinsince ce ththe e laslast t isissusuee
(D4541-09(D4541-09ɛɛ11) that may impact the use of this standard. (Approved August 1, 2017.)) that may impact the use of this standard. (Approved August 1, 2017.)

(1)(1) TBD TBD
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